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Activity #1: What car should I buy?Activity #1: What car should I buy?



What car should I buy?What car should I buy?
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What car should I buy?What car should I buy?
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What car should I buy?What car should I buy?
My father says, 
“Always stick 
with Toyotas.”

My friend says, 
“You should buy 
a Ford.”
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Experiences



What car should I buy?What car should I buy?

Experts
Consumer 
Aggregates

Friends

Experiences

Last time, I bought a 
Ford, and it broke down.



How much can I trust the How much can I trust the 
recommenders?recommenders?
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Assessing trustworthiness of Assessing trustworthiness of 
recommendersrecommenders

Define trust: Define trust: 
“The estimated likelihood that an entity will fulfill expectatio“The estimated likelihood that an entity will fulfill expectations”ns”
Is this a good definition? Is this a good definition? 
Problems can arise when there are differences in expectations beProblems can arise when there are differences in expectations between tween 
the the trustertruster and the trusteeand the trustee

Define reputation: Define reputation: 
“An estimate of the amount of trust a group has in an entity.”“An estimate of the amount of trust a group has in an entity.”
Is this a good definition?Is this a good definition?

Anytime a reputation is based on what others recommend, Anytime a reputation is based on what others recommend, 
trustworthiness of recommenders must also be evaluatedtrustworthiness of recommenders must also be evaluated

Can we ever assume that a recommender is telling the truth?Can we ever assume that a recommender is telling the truth?
Modeling the trustworthiness of all players quickly gets Modeling the trustworthiness of all players quickly gets 
complicated complicated 



Humans and Agents Modeling TrustHumans and Agents Modeling Trust

Are humans good at modeling trustworthiness?Are humans good at modeling trustworthiness?
Humans can capture a lot of information easily (“I have a bad feHumans can capture a lot of information easily (“I have a bad feeling eling 
about…”)about…”)
Sometimes assessments are not rational (“Once I had a bad Sometimes assessments are not rational (“Once I had a bad 
experience…”)experience…”)

Should agents be designed to model trustworthiness exactly the Should agents be designed to model trustworthiness exactly the 
same way humans do?same way humans do?
What are the benefits/problems with the following human What are the benefits/problems with the following human 
tendencies?tendencies?

GossipingGossiping
Stereotypes/PrejudicesStereotypes/Prejudices
ForgivenessForgiveness
Risk Sensitivity based on EmotionRisk Sensitivity based on Emotion





Activity #2: The Market for Candy BarsActivity #2: The Market for Candy Bars

Rules of the game: Rules of the game: 
Seller past behavior is indicative of future behavior Seller past behavior is indicative of future behavior 
(assume WF1)(assume WF1)
Seller never underSeller never under--advertisesadvertises
FirstFirst--price, sealed bid auctionprice, sealed bid auction
Buyers will bid for a candy bar based on seller Buyers will bid for a candy bar based on seller 
advertised price and seller reputation (if it exists)advertised price and seller reputation (if it exists)
Winning bid gets the candy barWinning bid gets the candy bar
Winner publicly (and truthfully) rates the seller in Winner publicly (and truthfully) rates the seller in 
terms of actual value minus advertised value (terms of actual value minus advertised value (qqrr –– qqaa))



The Market for Candy BarsThe Market for Candy Bars

Round 1:Round 1:
Seller A’s profileSeller A’s profile

Reputation: Reputation: qqrr –– qqaa = 0= 0
Number of ratings: 1,000Number of ratings: 1,000
Candy bar advertised value: $10Candy bar advertised value: $10

Place your bids!Place your bids!
Seller’s new reputation (Seller’s new reputation (qqrr –– qqaa): ________): ________
Seller’s profit/loss (Seller’s profit/loss (qqee –– qqrr): ________): ________

$10



The Market for Candy BarsThe Market for Candy Bars

Round 2:Round 2:
Seller B’s profileSeller B’s profile

Reputation: ???Reputation: ???
Number of ratings: 0Number of ratings: 0
Candy bar advertised value: $10Candy bar advertised value: $10

Place your bids!Place your bids!
Seller’s new reputation (Seller’s new reputation (qqrr –– qqaa): ________): ________
Seller’s profit/loss (Seller’s profit/loss (qqee –– qqrr): ________): ________

$10



The Market for Candy BarsThe Market for Candy Bars

Round 3:Round 3:
Seller C’s profileSeller C’s profile

Reputation: ???Reputation: ???
Number of ratings: 0Number of ratings: 0
Candy bar advertised value: $10Candy bar advertised value: $10

Place your bids!Place your bids!
Seller’s new reputation (Seller’s new reputation (qqrr –– qqaa): ________): ________
Seller’s profit/loss (Seller’s profit/loss (qqee –– qqrr): ________): ________

$10



The Market for Candy BarsThe Market for Candy Bars

Round 4:Round 4:
Seller D’s profileSeller D’s profile

Reputation: ???Reputation: ???
Number of ratings: 0Number of ratings: 0
Candy bar advertised value: $10Candy bar advertised value: $10

Place your bids!Place your bids!
Seller’s new reputation (Seller’s new reputation (qqrr –– qqaa): ________): ________
Seller’s profit/loss (Seller’s profit/loss (qqee –– qqrr): ________): ________

$10



Market EntryMarket Entry

What happens to reliable sellers when they enter What happens to reliable sellers when they enter 
a market?a market?

Unfair lossesUnfair losses

What happens to unreliable sellers when they What happens to unreliable sellers when they 
enter a market?enter a market?

Unfair gainsUnfair gains

Under the assumptions of this game, how can Under the assumptions of this game, how can 
we calculate the firstwe calculate the first--transaction unfair loss of a transaction unfair loss of a 
reliable market entrant?reliable market entrant?
Loss = (Loss = (P(ReliableP(Reliable)*)*qqr,reliabler,reliable + + P(UnreliableP(Unreliable)*)*qqr,unreliabler,unreliable) ) 



Unfair Losses and GainsUnfair Losses and Gains

How will reliable and unreliable sellers behave if they How will reliable and unreliable sellers behave if they 
are subject to unfair losses and gains?are subject to unfair losses and gains?

Unreliable sellers exit and reenter the marketUnreliable sellers exit and reenter the market
Reliable sellers are disadvantaged to enter the marketReliable sellers are disadvantaged to enter the market

What are some solutions?What are some solutions?
Require “permanent” identitiesRequire “permanent” identities
Require all entrants to start out with very low reputationRequire all entrants to start out with very low reputation
Attempt to assess initial reputation based on reputations of Attempt to assess initial reputation based on reputations of 
similar sellerssimilar sellers



QuestionsQuestions

What is the advantage of a longWhat is the advantage of a long--standing reputation in a standing reputation in a 
market?market?

Can charge a premium price for same quality goods Can charge a premium price for same quality goods 
The extra premium due to the high reputation is the The extra premium due to the high reputation is the 
economic value of the reputationeconomic value of the reputation

What would have happened if we had played the game What would have happened if we had played the game 
with no public reputations?with no public reputations?
What unrealistic assumptions did our game make?What unrealistic assumptions did our game make?
Was our reputation measure a good one?Was our reputation measure a good one?
Is the reputation mechanism we used wellIs the reputation mechanism we used well--functioning?functioning?



QuestionsQuestions

What are the pros and cons of the eWhat are the pros and cons of the e--Bay style Bay style 
reputation model?reputation model?
Why do “theoreticallyWhy do “theoretically--flawed” reputation work flawed” reputation work 
so well in practice?so well in practice?
What are strategies that sellers can use to beat What are strategies that sellers can use to beat 
the reputation mechanism?the reputation mechanism?
What are advantages/disadvantages of What are advantages/disadvantages of 
centralized vs. localized maintenance of trust centralized vs. localized maintenance of trust 
models?models?


